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u.S. growth good to greAt
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Executive Summary

This recovery has been replete with the perception of disappointment.

Whereas most recoveries are marked by a credit-fueled lift-off, this one has been bemoaned as 
impotent by comparison. But, in this business, perceptions are, more often than not, wrong.

The absence of a boom in credit growth has been partly the result of a cautious private 
sector – one that has decided to increase its saving rate and reduce its debt load and risk profile. One 
that speaks softly, but carries the big stick of potential future growth.

After so-so growth of near 2% for several years, the economy actually contracted by more than 2% 
in the first quarter of last year, only to bounce back strongly in the last six months, to a recent pace of 
5% real growth! Will it be maintained? Well, private sector debt loads are the lowest in decades, so 
slow growth could also mean sustainable growth.

The headlines used to emphasize how 
disappointing this recovery was, but now I  
see that third-quarter growth ran at 5%. Isn’t  
that very strong, and which view 
is more accurate?

The answer is that neither view 
is the most accurate depiction of 
reality, in our opinion.

This economy has been running 
near 2% for several years. That’s 
indeed below the typical “early-stage 
recovery” of recent decades. 

Then, the private sector would gorge on debt, 
producing very strong early rebounds – often in the 
4-6% range. Now, several factors have come together 

to keep growth at a more moderate pace. The private 
sector (households and corporations) arose from 
the ashes of 2008’s deep recession determined to 

change their ways and reduce a 
past emphasis on taking on credit. 
The banking system, under heavy 
regulatory pressure to increase its 
capital ratio, has also been careful 
growing lending to the economy. 
And, finally, since 2010 the federal 
government has been aggressively 
reducing its deficit, which, albeit 

the right and necessary step long term, has also 
contributed to muted growth near term.

“…slow growth could 

also mean sustainable 

growth.”
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The fourth quarter brought us two fairly deep but short-lived corrections in 
stock prices, a pattern that may be continuing early in 2015. But in each 
case investors looked through the reasons behind the corrections (like a 
sharp plunge in commodity prices) to lift the S&P 500 back to new highs.

U.S. large-cap stocks have beaten most other asset classes and become the benchmark 
by which to measure most others. As earnings reached record levels and rising investor 
confidence took price/earnings multiples higher, performance followed.
Large and mid-sized stock performance in the low teens follows a year of over 30%, 
which in turn followed a mid-teens year (both for the S&P 500 index). One could get 
used to this. But other sectors, like small-cap stocks, fared much less well. Earnings 
growth has materially slowed and stresses are aplenty globally, so there are myriad 
issues to confront as we start the new year.

Equity Portfolios
u.S. lArge StoCkS Set the StAndArd for PerformAnCe

Executive Summary

December showed us a lot of volatility. 
How did it all add up for the year?

After several years of strong results, we’re 
running out of different ways to say it. But 
the answer is, again, quite nicely.

Large-capitalization U.S. stocks were the 
market to beat globally, in the context of the ma-
jor asset classes representing the bulk of global 
markets’ value. After two years that returned 
near 50% cumulatively (S&P 500 index total 
return), last year saw returns in the low-to-mid 
teens. Not bad for a market that no one liked 
and whose death has been repeatedly forecast.

Again? That’s remarkable. And the margin 
of victory relative to other markets was 
meaningful?

Yes. The outperformance was very noticeable.
For instance, U.S. small-cap stocks only 

generated returns near 5% to 5.5% (depend-
ing on which recognized index one uses). 
U.S. taxable bonds, which performed better 
than most expected, still only returned in the 
range of 5.5% (if one weighs two well-recog-
nized indexes of investment-grade and high-
yield instruments). And non-U.S. markets 
lagged materially, with Europe, the UK and 
Japan in the caboose (returning -5.8%, -5% 
and -3% according to MSCI, FTSE and Topix 
indexes, respectively) in U.S.-dollar terms 
(meaning if one didn’t hedge the currency).

What’s driving the strong returns for the 
larger companies? And why are small 
stocks weaker?

Earnings growth, one of the key ingredi-
ents in equity-market returns, has actually 
slowed for U.S. companies. We’re still at 

or near record levels of earnings, but their 
growth rate has materially moderated, and 
that’s key for stock performance.

So, with modest earnings growth, the 
strong market was driven by stronger price/
earnings multiples. Several factors impacted 
this. For instance, large and mid-sized compa-
nies have worked in recent years to strengthen 
their balance sheets – reducing their debt 
ratios and increasing their liquidity. This re-
duces their risk profile. And interest rates are 
low, making alternatives meager (as we write 
this, the benchmark treasury bond will lock 
you in at near 2% for 10 years!).

But small companies’ balance sheets are not 
looking nearly as robust and their price/earn-
ings ratios are already very high in our opinion. 
So much so that, without double-digit earnings 
growth, they’re likely to remain expensive for 
years. Which is why we have under-weighed 
or altogether avoided these stocks.

In turn, non-U.S. developed markets were 
impacted primarily by weak currencies. So 
investors who did not hedge the currency risk 
saw weaker returns as their euros, sterling and 
yen fell materially relative to the U.S. dollar. 
Secondarily, the local markets did not all per-
form well even before the currency impact. 
The UK, for example, only returned 1% in 
sterling terms. Then currency weakness fur-
ther dropped its return to -5% in dollar terms. 
Europe (+7%) and Japan (+10%) did better 
than the UK in local currency.

This currency impact is interesting if a lit-
tle confusing. Do you hedge the currency, 
and, if so, when?

We view currencies as a separate asset 

class from the underlying market. So, for 
instance, we might like the prospects for the 
Japanese equity market but, simultaneously, 
also expect that the yen is expensive and might 
come under downward pressure for a host of 
other reasons. Thus we’re really conducting 
two separate assessments. If one does not carry 
out that work, then an investor could be right 
on the stock market performance and have it 
more than reversed by currency weakness.

The Japanese example is an actual one for 
us. Our research led us to conclude some time 
ago that the fiscal, monetary and other poli-
cies of the Abe administration (and the newly 
installed head of the Bank of Japan) were 
likely to generate attractive returns in yen 
terms, but were also quite likely to drive the 
yen down relative to most other currencies, 
including the dollar. Since we are U.S.-dollar 
investors, we decided that the right strategy 
was to take a moderate position in Japanese 
stocks while simultaneously finding a vehicle 
that hedged the currency on an ongoing basis. 
For our more risk-tolerant strategies we felt 
this view was worth taking, although the risk 
associated with the Abe administration’s abil-
ity to implement reform was sufficiently high 
that we chose not to incorporate this view into 
our more risk-averse strategies.

Now I understand. So one last question, 
where to next?

As you recall, our last meaningful portfolio 
shift was in the fall, when we changed the 
character of our U.S. large-cap stocks to one 
of somewhat more risk aversion without alter-
ing our overweight position. We felt that this 
step was warranted due to the change from 
deeply undervalued in past years to more fair-
valued market pricing of late.

We also eliminated what was already a 
very underweight/cautious position in small-
cap stocks. And we modestly increased our 
position in emerging-market stocks. Although 
these were volatile in the fourth quarter as 
energy prices fell sharply, this market at 
year-end was priced at 12-times earnings – a 
material discount to the U.S. market for a set 
of countries that has cleaned up its collective 
macro-economic and public policy gover-
nance act and seems to be sticking to it.

Further, we continue to feel that lower 
commodity prices are, at the end of the day, a 
positive for global growth and financial mar-
kets, even as commodity producers will lose 
power and economic leverage to commodity 
consumers (a geo-political positive) and the 
violent nature of the price drop leads many to 
bite their nails.

So, in essence, we’re quite content with 
those shifts for the time being.



The unprecedented actions of central banks across the world continue to keep 
many bond-market investors guessing. However, Chair Janet Yellen and Co. 
at the U.S. Federal Reserve have made it clear that they intend to execute 
the first rate hike of this cycle sometime this year, likely between March and 

June.  In a rising rate environment, treasury bonds could generate negative returns. 
With that in mind, we’re sticking to shorter duration issues and retaining our higher-
yielding exposures.
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Strong 2014 offSetS 2013 Bond mArket weAkneSS

Executive Summary

It looks like it was a good year for fixed-
income markets in 2014.

Yes, indeed. Unlike 2013, when most bond 
markets generated negative returns, last year 
was solid.

As we’ve pointed out in the past, the clari-
fication of the Fed’s monetary policy intent 
helped to calm down the volatility the market 
experienced in 2013 and the beginning of 
2014, caused by “QE tapering” or the scale-
back of extraordinary stimulus.

In turn, geopolitical 
events, particularly the 
collapsing price of 
oil and an apparent 
economic slowdown 
outside the U.S., greatly 
relieved market worry 
about inflation, adding 
fuel to the fixed-income 
markets. Many financial 
institutions feel that the 
behavior of the major 
central banks in the past 
and going forward make 
forecasting particularly 
difficult. J.P. Morgan 
captured the ambivalence 
as follows: “There is sim-
ply no prior example in 
global financial history in 
which central banks have 
so deliberately distorted 
financial markets….”

In spite of the uncertainty, please give us 
your sense of what’s likely to happen to 
the fixed-income market in 2015, or, at 
least, where some of the risks lie.

Well, the Federal Reserve already made it 
clear that it is on course to raise interest rates, 
although not right away and not necessarily in 
a rapid fashion. Unless a crisis happens, we’re 
likely to see the first hike in the Fed Funds 

rate in the first half of 2015. History tells us 
that during the early stage of Fed rate hiking, 
the equity market often experiences periods of 
decent performance.

The fixed-income market, on the 
other hand, is likely to transition to a 
less attractive or even negative return 
environment in the next 12–24 months, 
depending on what sector you’re in. We 
continue to see valuations in the investment-
grade sectors (particularly treasuries) as 
expensive relative to their historical and 

normal relationship to 
core inflation measures 
and to the level of slack 
in the economy.

In simpler terms, 
lower yields also 
provide a small buffer 
against the prospects of 
future shifts in either 
inflation (including 
wages and housing) 
or bond prices. Even a 
modest rise in interest 
rates or inflation might 
mean bond investors 
(especially treasury 
investors) could face 
negative total returns. 

What are your 
strategies in dealing 
with the new rate 
environment?

Given current readings in our important 
causal factors, including our view of mone-
tary and fiscal policy from the new Congress, 
we intend to stick to our stance of mitigating 
inflation and interest rate risk. That means 
shorter durations. We also feel that credit risk 
is attractive in some sectors, and we favor 
higher-yielding bonds.

We believe the U.S. is likely to experience 

a surprisingly resilient economy in the medi-
um-term. Corporate bonds should outperform 
treasuries in an improving economy with ris-
ing treasury rates. High-yield bonds provide 
not only a source of return, but also a cushion 
against price declines associated with rising 
interest rates.

Can you also talk about your current hold-
ings in EM debt?

Emerging market (EM) bonds performed 
well last year, returning in the middle single 
digits, depending on which index one uses. 
We retain a position modestly heavier than 
neutral because EM bonds continue to offer 
higher yields than their developed-market 
counterparts, adjusted for credit risk, which 
we view as moderate at this time. Despite 
idiosyncratic risks across emerging markets 
(e.g., Russia), countries with strong central 
banks that are both protecting their currencies 
and subduing inflation, such as India, should 
offer relatively good returns.

Want To Learn More?

If you’d like to take a deeper dive into 
Hamilton Capital’s proprietary research 
or better understand our top-down, 
forward-looking investment process, 
join our Investment Team for one of our 
upcoming market briefings:

February 11 - Lunch  
Scioto Country Club

March 5 - Lunch 
Scioto Country Club

March 6 - Lunch 
Scioto Country Club

April 16 - Lunch 
Scioto Country Club

April 17 - Lunch 
Scioto Country Club

Space is limited, so contact Laura 
Hamilton at lah@hamiltoncapital.com 
or (614) 545-4013 to RSVP. 



The opinions in this newsletter are for general information only and are not intended to give specific recommendations or advice. Certain information contained herein has been compiled from 
independent third party sources believed to be reliable. Hamilton Capital Management makes no representation about the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of the information contained herein or 
its appropriateness for any given situation.

So what is the real pace of growth?

Right. We’re coming to that. But first, 
one more thing. We also had the really 
nasty winter of 2013-2014, which resulted 
in a -2.1% contraction in the economy in 
the first quarter of last year and led many 
to incorrectly forecast that, as they had 
predicted for many years, the recession  
was back.

As it turned out, growth bounced 
strongly back, to a 4.8% pace in the summer 
and fall months – a rebound one often sees 
when a temporary factor like the weather 
distorts data.

Net-net, growth of 2% or so for several 
years now seems to have accelerated closer to 
2.75%, perhaps a tad stronger. This moderate-
plus pace may have just the right outcome for 
job growth, capital investment and inflation. 
For now.

We loved your answer until that “for now” 
closing. Why the qualifier?

We’ve argued for some time that 
“moderate” could also mean sustainable, and 
we tended to view it in “glass-half-full” terms, 
unlike many quoted pundits.

Having said that, even a gradual recovery 
uses up resources. Moderate growth 
over several years has driven utilization 
of industrial capacity materially up, and 
unemployment (a measure of human 
capacity) sharply down from its cycle highs. 
This means that slack across the economy 
has diminished materially. And when this 
happens, things begin to change.

Like interest rates tend to rise, the U.S. 
dollar tends to rise, hiring often picks up 
and wage pressures and other measures 
of inflation tend to accelerate. So the 
economy’s own success also, eventually, 
spells the end of its recovery. Of course, 
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this does not happen overnight and often 
comes stealthily.

So are you thinking we’re near the  
end, then?

We don’t think it’s an imminent and 
present danger.

The U.S. private sector, broadly speaking, 
has been cautious managing its balance sheet, 
and, as a result, has room to borrow more 
for consumption and investment. There are 
no guarantees, but credit growth has slowly 
improved and consumer spending and capital 
expenditures have increased.

Pressures are gradually building in some 
sectors. However, our research suggests that 
it’s been a gradual process, which, even if 
it has accelerated, does not spell near-term 
doom, provided that we do not see a public 
policy mistake.

THE HCM ADVANTAGE

The largest investors often have the benefit 
of sophisticated internal investment depart-
ments led by a qualified Chief Investment 
Officer to design and manage their invest-
ment portfolios. 

Unfortunately, most investors can’t main-
tain an internal team of that caliber. But if 
having an external investment team of that 
sophistication is something you could gain 
from, then we’re here to serve. 

We function in a fiduciary capacity as 
an external Chief Investment Officer for 
our clients. Our structure is similar to the 
investment departments of large, sophisti-
cated institutional investors, and our team 
has extensive global investment experience. 
In fact, several of our team members have 
received national recognition for their abilities  
and accomplishments.

Each day, we diligently apply our disciplined 
investment process to the design and  
continuous, forward-looking supervision  
of your portfolio. Our goal: To build a  
complete investment solution for you.

5025 Arlington Centre Blvd., Suite 300
ColumBuS, ohio 43220

614/273-1000 • 614/273-1001 (fAx)
888/833-5951 (toll free)

www.hamiltoncapital.com

Hours & Holidays: Hamilton Capital Management is open Monday through Friday, 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M., except New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) 
holidays.  Upcoming holidays include: Presidents Day, February 16; and Good Friday, April 3.

Change In Your Financial Circumstances: If you face changes that could affect your financial circumstances, please call us so that we can discuss any ap-
propriate adjustments to your portfolio.

Form ADV: If you would like to receive a copy of our current Form ADV, Part 2A and 2B, please contact us.

“Risk comes from not knowing what 
you’re doing.” 

— Warren Buffet,  
Investment guru

“Buy not on optimism, but on arithmetic.” 
— Benjamin Graham,  

Investment legend

“In God we trust. Everyone else  
bring data.” 

— Michael Bloomberg,  
Former Mayor of New York City

In Other Words


